For time series classification task using 1D-CNN, the selection of kernel size is critically important to ensure the model can capture the right scale salient signal from a long time-series. Most of the existing work on 1D-CNN treats the kernel size as a hyperparameter and tries to find the proper kernel size through a grid search which is time-consuming and is inefficient. This paper theoretically analyses how kernel size impacts the performance of 1D-CNN. Considering the importance of kernel size, we propose a novel Omni-Scale 1D-CNN (OS-CNN) architecture to capture the proper kernel size during the model learning period. A specific design for kernel size configuration is developed which enables us to assemble very few kernel-size options to represent more receptive fields. The proposed OS-CNN method is evaluated using the UCR archive with 85 datasets. The experiment results demonstrate that our method is a stronger baseline in multiple performance indicators, including the critical difference diagram, counts of wins, and average accuracy. We also published the experimental source codes at GitHub 1 .
Introduction
Time series classification (TSC) is a fundamental task for using time series data; and it has been broadly applied to many applications domains, e.g. healthcare, brain wave recognition, traffic prediction, stock markets, and network analysis [19; 20; 3] . In the past few years, the success of deep learning has encouraged exploration into deep learning models for TSC. Of these explorations, one-dimensional convolutional neural network (1D-CNN) models have achieved promising results [24; 6; 13] . However, to date, there is still no widely accepted kernel size design for 1D-CNN. For instance, MCNN [4] uses a grid search to find kernel sizes, while other models treat kernel sizes as a tunable set of hyperparameters such as: MCNCNN [25] , FCN [24] , CLAD-CNN [17] , Encoder [21] , InceptionTime [10] , and ConvtimeNet [13] .
For 1D-CNN models, the selection of kernel size is essential to capture the required salient signal properly. In practice, existing 1D-CNN models treat the kernel size as a hyperparameter, and decide on the kernel size empirically using human experience or experimentally using a grid search. The process of selecting kernel size is a time-consuming process. In particular, the search space increases exponentially if there are multiple scales on kernel size. Very few studies focus on modelling the relationship between kernel size and model performance in the TSC scenario.
In this paper, we rethink the 1D-CNN in TSC by building a theoretical analysis on modeling the relationships between kernel size and model performance. Due to the importance of kernel size, we propose an Omni-scale (OS) 1D-CNN to learn the classifier and kernel size simultaneously. In particular, a special design of kernel size configuration design is introduced so that we can use a limit number of kernel size to cover all possible scales of the receptive fields. With an easyto-implement architecture, our proposed OS-CNN achieves SOTA performance on UCR archive with 85 datasets. As demonstrated by experiment results, our method is a stronger baseline with SOTA performance on multiple performance indicators, including the critical difference diagram, counts of wins, and average accuracy.
Related Work

1D-CNN for Time Series Classification
The TSC and its neural-based solution has been developed very quickly in recent years [6; 7] . Fully convolutional network(FCN) [24] have a very simple structure and achieve a relatively good performance. Moreover, it is easy to extend, for example, adding a residual structure [8] on FCN can further improve the performance that significantly outperforms other deep learning-based 1D-CNN models. Moreover, [6] compares ResNet and FCN with the other seven algorithms on 85 datasets and find that-ResNet and FCN win on 41 and 18 datasets. Thus, this review paper suggests ResNet as the SOTA deep learning models for TSC. The kernel sizes of FCN are pre-defined empirically.
A time series is naturally composed of multiple signals with different scales. Multi-scale convolutional neural network (MCNN) [4] was proposed to tackle the challenges of neural-based 1D-CNN. InceptionTime [10] is another multi-scale 1D-CNN model that is inspired by the Inception Network [23] . ConvTimeNet [13] is similar to InceptionTime and uses transfer learning technique to improve its performance. Both InceptionTime and CovTimeNet use empirical pre-defined kernel sizes.
Selection of Kernel Size for 2D-CNN
CNN was proposed as a solution for 2D image recognition [14] . A series of works on GoogleNet shows the importance of the selection of kernel size for 2D-CNN. GoogleNet-V1 [22] enlarged the receptive fields of CNN by concatenating kernels of different sizes. In GoogleNet-V2 [9] , 5*5 convolutional kernels are replaced by two 3*3 kernels in order to reduce the model size while keeping the receptive fields the same. Following the same motivation, GoogleNet-V3 [23] split the kernel size of N*N to two convolutions of 1*N and N*1, respectively. In our work, rather than follow the kernel designs in the literature on 2D-CNN, we specifically focus on the design of 1D CNN for the task of time series classification.
3 Influence of kernel size on the 1D-CNN model's performance
Problem Definition
Given a time series x ∈ X with length N , the classifier predicts the output y ∈ Y using a mapping function f learned from the training dataset D = {(x ∈ X, y ∈ Y )}. In 1D-CNN, function f can be represented as a series operations including convolution operator w with length M . In signal processing, the convolution operator is defined as w , and the Fourier transformation is F .
Analysing neural convolution operations using Fourier transformation
In most cases, signal processing is an effective tool to analyse time series data. This subsection builds the linkage between signal processing (Fourier transformation) and neural network (1D-CNN) operations. Lemma 1: Given a time series x, applying a neural convolution operation on with kernel w is equivalent to applying a signal processing convolution with kernel w which is a reversed vector of w. Moreover, this operation is also equivalent to the element-wise multiplication between x and w in the Fourier domain.
(1) Proof: The signal processing convolution of x and w is:
where ⊗ denotes a signal processing convolution. The convolution theorem [1] states:
where F denotes Fourier transform and F −1 denote inverse Fourier transform.
In an ordinary 1D-CNN, the convolution of x and w is:
where * denotes a neural convolution. When w [m] = w[M − 1 − m], we will have the Eq. 1 declared in the Lemma 1. w [m] = w[M − 1 − m] means w has the reversed order of w, e.g. w = [1, 2, 3] then w = [3, 2, 1], Assumption 1: If the 1D-CNN architecture can reduce noise during the processing of time series x, then the extracted representation from neural convolution operations with kernel w will contain less noise. The improved representation can bring benefits to the classification.
Analysis: If we analyse the time series in the frequency domain, we can decompose a time series data x into three parts as follows.
where x s is the desired signal for classification task, x Ns is the noise on the same frequency of the desired signal x s , and
x No denotes noise on the other frequencies.
The neural convolution kernel w can be decomposed in the same way.
To simplify, let's replace
The convolution result in frequency domain is:
In the Fourier domain, F(x No ) does not intersect with F(w s ), thus we know that
For the same reason as in Eq. 8, the value of Ac, Bc, Ca, Cb are all zero, thus, the convolution result can also be written as
Therefore, if we can reduce or remove the noisy part Cc, the outcome of convolution operation F (x * w) will have less noise which could benefit the classification.
Only Kernel Matters
Proposition 1: The Cc noise cannot be removed by neural operators including Bias, Batch norm, and ReLu.
Proof: To be specific, we write the full equation of the layer output before the activation layer:
where BN refers to batch norm. If we expand BN the Eq. 10 will be:
where r and β are parameters of batch norm, and E denotes the mean value of x * w in a batch. As bias, r, E and β are all trainable parameters, Eq. 11 has the same analytic form:
where r is the zoom rate of representation, = bias − E + (β/r) is inductive bias that is calculated by four numeric variables that don't include any frequency information. We map the layer output into the frequency domain:
Taking Eq. 9 into Eq. 12, we have:
From the definition of bias and batch norm, is a real value vector of constant value. We denote the constant value as T otal bias, so we have:
T otal bias n = 0 0 n = 0
Because Cc is a complex value vector while F ( ) is a real value vector, the Cc noise cannot be depicted by in convolution. The example in Fig 1 explains Figure 1 : Adding bias convolution can only move the convolution result as a whole, that is moving it from blue to yellow (when bias>0), or red (when bias<0). The green line depicts a signal with Cc noise. For the reason that Cc noise is a term in the frequency domain, the representation of Cc in the time domain is not a constant value. Therefore, it cannot be removed by adding bias to the convolution.
The problem of ReLu is similar to that of bias. In the time domain, the ReLu cuts values under a straight line while the Cc term is a wave. Thus, we know that bias, bath norm, or ReLu cannot be used to remove the Cc term. This means only the kernel can discriminate informative patterns from the background noise.
Kernel size and Quality of Representation
Proposition 2: An over-length kernel size will bring extra noise into the representation therefore reducing the quality of feature representation, and an under-length kernel size cannot extract the desired signal exactly as it cannot hold enough frequencies.
Analysis: We analyse how the learned representations are impacted by improper kernel size with two scenarios:
Over-sized kernel: A neural network is usually initialized by random weights. In the frequency domain, the initialization leads to noise in all frequencies. However, the training dataset might not have noise on all the other frequencies. This causes an interesting phenomenon this being that: we expect the c value is zero in-order to make Cc = 0. However, Cc = 0 might be caused by C = 0. An example is given in Sec. 6.2. In a real situation, an over-sized kernel has more useless frequencies to be trained to zero, therefore requiring more training data, or it brings more Cc noise while testing. put simply, the random initialization of kernels requires more training data to train the kernel to know that the values of the over-size parts should be zero.
Under-sized kernel: An under-sized kernel has less frequency resolution [12] which negatively impacts the quality of the feature representation. Moreover, it also brings problem such as positional information loss if it cannot hold enough information in A frequencies. In summary, a kernel size of proper length is preferred to obtain a high-quality representation to capture the salient signals in a time series. 4 Our proposed method: Omni-Scale 1D-CNN for TSC
As described in the above analysis, the selection of a proper kernel size is critical to the 1D-CNN model in TSC scenario. Most of current 1D-CNN model treats the kernel size as a hyper-parameter and use a grid search to find the optimal kernel size. However, most time series have multiple salient signals that require multiple kernel sizes to capture them respectively. The combination of multiple kernel sizes will result in an exponential increase in computation for a grid search. We argue that kernel size should be part of the learning process rather than a hyper-parameters search. Hence, we design a novel architecture to cover all scales in 1D-CNN, and the optimal kernel size will be automatically selected during the learning process. The proposed method is named as the Omni-Scale Convolutional Neural Network (OS-CNN). It can learn multiple kernel sizes in an efficient manner, and the proposed method is very easy to implement by making a tiny modification to the current 1D-CNN.
Architecture of OS-CNN
As shown in Figure. 2, the model is composed of three convolution layers with one global average pooling layer as the feature extraction module, and one fully connected layer as the classification module. The architecture is flexible and can be extended to more layers, but we only discuss a "light" neural network with several layers as this is usually enough to process most of conventional time series data.
Convolution layers. In the first two convolution layers, the kernel sizes are a prime number from 1 to N , and all kernel sizes are different to each other within the layer. According to the Goldbach Conjecture 2 , the receptive fields of the first two layers can be any positive odd number in (0, 2N ). In the third convolution layer, it is the last layer to conduct a convolution operation, and it only has kernels of size one and two. With this setting, the OS-CNN's receptive fields can cover all possible integer in (0, 2N ) rather than only odd numbers. When the stride is 1, the receptive field's size is calculated as follows:.
where L is the total number of convolution layers, and M l is the kernel size of the lth layer. Selection of kernel size. In all the figures, each blue block represents a convolution kernel; and the number in each blue block is the associated kernel size. We use all the prime numbers less than or equal to N = length of data/4 as our kernel size. Using this setting, the RF is half of the input signal, which is long enough to catch positional information (relative position to each edge).
Pooling layer. In contrast to ordinary CNN, we use a global average pooling after multiple convolution layers rather than add one pooling layer after each convolution layer. Using global average pooling in 1D-CNN enables the exploitation of the class activation map(CAM) [26] to find the data region contributing to the specific labels [24] . The CAM is calculated as follows.
where, C i is the output value of the ith channel, N is the length of the time series and F i,n is the nth's value of the ith channel.
Fully connected layer. The final layer of the OS-CNN is a fully connected layer, which is the classifier predicting labels according to the extracted features.
Ensemble of OS-CNN
As ensemble learning is an effective framework to improve the performance of the classification task, the most recent TSC models are ensemble based or could be improved by ensemble learning. We develop an ensemble version of OS-CNN with M classifiers, namely OS-CNN-ENS(M ). The ensemble method is based on majority voting weighted by the classification probability. Given input x, the predicted output c is calculated as: (15) where θ m denotes the model parameters of the mth classifier, P (c|θ m , x) is the probability of the predicted class c to which x belongs, and I is the Boolean indicator for whether class c is the output prediction of the mth classifier.
Analysis of OS-CNN
For the Kernel size is important, we expect to design a network of all kernel sizes (from 1 to N ) and expect weight between layers to select the proper kernel size. However, this design is of large model size O(N 2 ) and of a large number of output channels N . We argue that: By replacing kernels with receptive fields, we can reduce the model size and will not lose the model's representation ability. 3 .
No representation ability lose: Model A has no representation ability lose than model B is define as: for ∀x and θ B ,
We experimentally found 4 :when
where X denotes input signal, K denotes the kernel of the one layer network, K 1 and K 2 denote first and second kernels of the two layer network, L(K) denotes the kernel size of K, C(K) denote the output Channel number of K, and Conv(X, K) denotes the convolution results of X and K with batch norm and Relu. The physical meaning is that a two layer CNN can learn any information as a one layer CNN, if they are of same receptive field and the channel number of the first layer should be no less than the size of smaller kernel size.
Smaller model size:Despite having more channels in first layer (C(K 1 ) = min(K 1 , K 2 )), using OS design to cover receptive fields of all sizes is still of smaller model size than using kernels of all sizes. According to the prime number theorem [11] , the number of prime number less than N is N logN ; Therefore, the space complexity of OS is O( N 2 logN ). Which is smaller than the space complexity of all kernel sizes design which is O(N 2 ). Figure 3 shows the real model size comparison between OS and kernel of all sizes. 
Experiment
Codes and the full results of each dataset are available at 5 .
Dataset, Baseline and Evaluations
We conduct an experiment using the UCR archive [3] which contains 85 time series datasets. The following five baseline are selected:.
• HIVE-COTE [16] : The SOTA traditional model which ensemble 35 different classifiers to vote for the classification result.
• ResNet [24] : The SOTA deep learning model [6] .
• ST [15] : A high performance traditional ensemble model well-known for its interpretability.
• WEASEL [20] : A high performance traditional nonensemble-model. It is the upgraded version of BOSS [19] which is a commonly used TSC model [3] .
• InceptionTime [10] : A recently proposed ensemble deep learning model. It ensembles five classifiers to predict the classification results;
Due to the large number of TSC datasets, the full result of each dataset is usually not shown in detail, and multiple algorithms are evaluated using average ranks, Wilcoxon signed rank test with Holm's alpha(5%) correction [5; 2] . Moreover, if we use Wilcoxon signed rank, most of state-of-the-art algorithms have similar performance without significant difference p values = 0.05 [6; 20] . The pairwise counts of wins, average accuracy, and counts of wins are the evaluation tools to further distinguish the classifiers.
Experimental Study
We conduct an analysis on the selected 85 datasets. Firstly, we conduct a one-to-one comparison between our proposed method and the selected baselines. Secondly, our proposed method is grouped with all the baselines, then a comparison analysis is conducted. Thirdly, we conduct an ablation study on the proposed method from three perspectives: kernel size, ensemble size, and multi-scale. Each reported accuracy is the mean value of 10 runs with different initial model parameters. The other hyper-parameters of our model are the same as FCN. Before comparison: The experiment demonstrates noise frequencies in kernels cannot be trained if the training data does not have weight on those frequencies (See. Sec 3.4). Fig 4 shows data and a learned weight from FiftyWords dataset. We can see that: the training data does not have information on high frequencies, and this leads to the phenomenon that despite the fact that every value in the kernel is changed, its high frequency information is untouched. This means the strength of those frequencies is fixed when the model is initialized, and the total strength only has relationship with the size of the kernels. More examples can be found in 6 One-to-one comparison: Here, we compare our model with each of the selected baselines in individual experiments. It uses Loss/Win/Tie as the TSC evaluation on 85 datasets. Loss is the count of baseline wins, win is the count of our wins, and tie is the count of ties between two selected algorithms. As shown in Table 1 , the OS-CNN outperforms the non-ensemble baseline, and the ensemble version of OS-CNN is superior to all baselines including ensemble-based TSC algorithms.
Group comparison: Here, we simultaneously compare a group of algorithms which includes one of our models and all the other baselines. As indicated in Table 2 , in group 1, the OS-CNN is compared with all the baselines. Although OS-CNN is not the best in the group, it achieves a superior performance compare to all the non-ensemble baselines. In group 2, OS-CNN-Ensemble performs the best of all the selected algorithms. Figure. for the same reason as given for Tab.2 to avoid OS-CNN increasing the average rank of OS-CNN-ENS(8). Ablation comparison:Here, we compare omni-scale with pre-defined kernel size designs. As OS-CNN can learn the proper kernel size in model training stage, we compare OS-CNN with the ordinary 1D-CNN model with pre-defined kernel size. In particular, we use FCN(16) to represent ordinary 1D-CNN, and pre-define its kernel-size as 16,50, 100, 150, and 200. As shown in shown in Tab. 3, OS-CNN is superior than the FCN with pre-defined kernel size.
Ensemble comparison: Here, we compare multiple OS-CNN-Ensemble algorithms into one group to demonstrate that a bigger ensemble can effectively reduce the generalisation error of the model. As shown in Fig. 6 , bigger ensemblebased classifier with more weak learners (OS-CNN) will gain better performance. Comparison with the multi-scale design: Omni-scale is a special design of multi-scale. We compare OS-CNN with Inceptiontime [10] , a representative with multi-scale architecture. This is because Inceptiontime is a SOTA deep learning model with an inception structure. Because Inceptiontime is ensemble of 5 classifier, we develop OS-CNN-ENS(5) as comparing method. Moreover, to conduct comparison analysis in a group, we compose the group with OS-CNN-ENS(5), InceptionTime, ST, RestNet and WEASEL into the group. The Critical difference diagram is list in Fig. 7 . OS-CNN-ENS(5) outperforms InceptionTime with pairwise counts of win 36/43/6 (InceptionTime wins/ OS-CNN-ENS(5) wins /tie). 
Conclusion
The proposed OS-CNN is easy-to-implement. It can be used to efficiently learn the 1D-CNN model without fine-tuning the the kernel size hyper-parameters. Multiple performance indicators all confirmed the OS-CNN is a new baseline with SOTA performance.
